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Abstract  
Particle deposition is one of the main operational problems in cement production process, which may cause 

unscheduled outage of a plant. This paper aims to improve the currently limited understanding of mineral particle 

deposition formation in cement production. Experiments with cement mineral materials were conducted in a 

laboratory-scale entrained flow reactor (EFR). Two different deposit probe systems, one low probe surface 

temperature (LPST) system with probe surface temperature of 500℃-700℃ and one high probe surface temperature 

(HPST) system with probe surface temperature from 1000℃ to 1200℃, were utilized to simulate the temperature 

conditions in preheater cyclone and calciner, respectively. The effect of fed materials (raw meal, hot meal, bypass 

dust), flue gas temperature (from 830℃ to 1200℃), deposit probe surface temperature (from 550℃ to 1200℃), and 

flue gas velocity (from 0.9 m/s to 2.67 m/s) on deposit formation rate were studied. The results reveal that in LPST 

experiments, increasing flue gas temperature from 830℃ to 1080℃ and correspondingly probe surface temperature 

from 576℃ to 737℃ increased significantly the deposit formation rate of bypass dust, but showed little influence on 

that of raw meal. However, in HPST experiments, increasing the flue gas and deposit probe temperature from 1000℃ 

to 1200℃ increased deposit formation rate of all three materials. Furthermore, the deposit mechanisms in experiments 

were evaluated, indicating that in LPST experiments the inertial impaction, thermophoresis and condensation play a 

role, however, only inertial impaction shows an effect in HPST experiments. 

 

1. Introduction 

Cement production consists of three main stages: raw 

material preparation, clinker production and cement 

preparation[1], in which the most important process is 

clinker production involving the units of preheater 

cyclone, calciner, rotary kiln[2]. Particle deposition takes 

place in all these abovementioned units, influencing the 

efficiency and stable operation of the units. In the 

preheater cyclone, the raw materials are preheated 

counter-currently by the high temperature flue gas from 

calciner. The wall temperatures of preheater cyclones 

range from 200℃-800℃, facilitating the condensation of 

volatile species on the cyclone walls, and thereby 

forming a sticky layer for mineral buildups. In the 

calciner and rotary kiln with high temperatures, ranging 

from 900℃-1400℃, the fed mineral particles may melt 

then stick on the walls of calciner and rotary kiln. 

Without frequently cleaning, the excessive deposition 

may lead to erosion of equipment, blockage of flue gas 

channel and sometimes even cause unscheduled  plant 

outage[3]. The challenges related to particle deposition 

are aggravated by the increase use of waste derived fuels 

in cement production, because of the relatively large 

amount of chlorine and alkali species  in waste derived 

fuels[4]. 

The challenges of mineral particle deposition are 

severe, however, particle deposition in cement 

production process has been studied only to a limited 

extent. It is generally believed that the formation of 

buildups was caused by a high internal circulation of 

volatile inorganic species[5], [6]. Nevertheless, there are 

rare work can be found in investigating the parameters, 
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affecting deposit formation rate, such as flue gas 

temperature, velocity of flue gas. To understand and 

being able to develop measures for particle deposition 

problems in cement production, an improved 

understanding of deposits formation under conditions 

relevant for cement production process is needed.  

This work aims to improve the understanding of 

mineral particle deposition in cement production process, 

through well-controlled particle deposition experiments 

in an entrained flow reactor (EFR) simulating the 

temperature conditions in cement preheater cyclone and 

calciner. The effect of important operational parameters, 

including fed materials, flue gas temperature, deposit 

probe surface temperature, and gas velocity on deposit 

formation rate were investigated. In addition, the 

deposition mechanisms under different conditions were 

discussed.  

  

2. Experimental 

2.1 Materials 

Three materials from a cement plant firing coal (50%) 

and solid recovered fuel (50%), were utilized in this 

study, being raw meal (RM), hot meal (HM), and bypass 

dust (BD). RM is the product of the raw mill, after where 

this sample was taken. HM is the calcined raw meal that 

is routed from the bottom stage preheater cyclone and 

into the kiln. BD is the dust and condensed salts obtained 

from extracted gases from rotary kiln via a bypass[2]. 

The three materials were all analyzed with a Malvern 

3000 Mastersizer using dry method to obtain particle size 

distribution (PSD). The obtained PSD of three materials 

are similar, with the median diameter (D50) of RM, HM, 
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and BD being 13.1μm, 14.1μm, and 13.9μm, 

respectively.  

The three materials were also analyzed using X-ray 

fluorescence (XRF), with the chemical composition 

shown in Table 1. Note that the percentage of Cl was 

analyzed by acid (HNO3) soluble method. As indicated 

by Table 1, the amount of alkali, sulfur, and chlorine in 

the three materials is in order of BD > HM > RM. 

Table 1. The chemical composition based on dry basis 

of three materials with XRF analysis  

Analyte RM, % HM, % BD, % 

SiO2 13.62 19.44 17.00 

Al2O3 3.12 4.77 4.46 

Fe2O3 1.96 2.70 2.31 

CaO 43.1 61.11 53.67 

MgO 1.20 1.73 1.74 

Mn2O3 0.04 0.06 0.05 

TiO2 0.19 0.29 0.27 

P2O5 0.06 0.10 0.11 

K2O 0.44 1.91 7.12 

Na2O 0.09 0.24 0.49 

SrO 0.03 0.04 0.05 

SO3 0.45 1.05 2.94 

Cla 0.027 0.983 4.75 

LOIb, 975℃ 35.47 5.53 6.56 

a: Cl analyzed by acid (HNO3) soluble method.  

b: LOI means loss of ignition, the materials were heated 

up to 975℃ for 60 minutes, the mass loss typically 

caused by calcination of CaCO3 and/or evaporation of 

inorganic species e.g. KCl. 

Additionally, the raw materials were analyzed with 

X-ray diffraction (XRD), with the identified crystal 

phases provided in Table 2. The XRF and XRD analysis 

results imply that the main alkali salt in HM and BD is 

KCl. By assuming that the chlorine only exists as KCl in 

the materials, the percentage of KCl in RM, HM and BD 

was calculated as 0.06%, 2% and 10%, respectively. The 

presence of CaCO3 in HM indicates the HM is not 

calcined completely. 

Table 2. The main crystalline compounds in the three 

materials based on XRD analysis 

Materials Main crystalline compounds  

RM CaCO3, SiO2 

HM CaCO3, CaO, SiO2, KCl 

BD SiO2, CaO, KCl 

2.2 Setup 

An entrained flow reactor (EFR), was employed, to 

investigate the mineral particles deposition. The EFR 

consists of a gas supply system, a solid feeding system, a 

gas preheater, a vertical SiC reactor tube with 2m in 

length and 0.08m in inner diameter, a bottom chamber, 

and a deposit probe system. The reactor tube of the EFR 

can be heated up to 1450℃ by 7 electrical heating 

elements, and the preheater zone can be heated to 

1200℃. In this study, two different deposit probe 

systems, denoted as a low probe surface temperature 

(LPST) system and a high probe surface temperature 

(HPST) system, were applied, in order to simulate the 

deposit formation process under the conditions of 

preheater cyclone and calciner, respectively. The 

schematic drawings of the EFR with two different deposit 

probe systems are shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic drawing of EFR, (a) for LPST 

system, (b) for HPST system, (c) deposit probe of 

LPST, (d) deposit probe of HPST 

Figure 1(a) is the EFR with LPST deposit probe 

system, which is a stainless steel tube, with 0.15m in 

length and 0.01m in outer diameter, embedded with five 

thermocouples and an air-cooled system for controlling 

probe surface temperature. The zoom in drawing of 

LPST deposit probe is shown in Figure 1(c). In our 

experiments, the probe surface temperature can be 

controlled in the range 500℃ to 700℃, similar to the 

operating temperatures of preheater cyclones. The 

corresponding flue gas temperature around the steel tube 

was measured with a suction pyrometer by replacing the 

steel tube in the bottom chamber.  

Figure 1(b) is EFR with HPST deposit probe system. 

A SiC tube with a 45° inclined ceramic (≥95%Al2O3) 

head, where deposit will be formed on, is inserted into 

the furnace of EFR via an elevator, for obtaining a high 

probe surface temperature of 1000℃ - 1200℃, 

simulating the wall surface temperature of calciner. The 

zoom in drawing of HPST deposit probe can be found in 

Figure 1(d). Note that in HPST system it was assumed 

that the furnace temperature equals to the gas temperature 

around the ceramic probe and the ceramic probe surface 

temperature.  

In an experiment, the materials were mixed with 

feeder air, and subsequently mixed with preheated air in 

the inlet of the main reactor. For subsequent calculations, 

it is assumed that the particles were well-mixed and 

having the same velocity as gas. The feeding rate of the 

materials was controlled to be 100g/h. Each of the 

experiment lasts for 60 (LPST)/30 (HPST) minutes. After 

the experiment, the steel tube/ceramic probe was taken 
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out from side/bottom port, so that the deposit can be 

collected for further analysis. 

2.3 Analysis and calculation 

The collected deposit samples were subjected to XRD 

analysis to reveal the main crystalline compounds present 

in the  deposits. The XRD spectra were obtained with a 

Huber diffractometer, and the main crystalline phases 

were identified with the Search Match 3.1 software 

package (MDI Livermore, CA) and the diffraction 

database of PDF2-2004.In this study, deposit formation 

rate (DFR) was introduced to quantify the influence of 

various operational parameters. The calculation of the 

DFR was defined by Eq. 2-1. 

 
DFR =

𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡

𝑆 × 𝑡
 Eq. 2-1 

where S indicates surface area of deposit probe, being 

0.0025m2 and 0.001m2 for LPST and HPST, 

respectively, and t is the experiment duration. 

 

3. Results and discussion  

3.1 Experiments using LPST system 

In a cement production plant, the RM is heated 

counter-currently in preheater cyclones by the high 

temperature flue gas from calciner, so that RM and BD 

were used in this series experiments for simulating two 

extreme material conditions. Furthermore, the effect of 

flue gas temperature, probe surface temperature and 

additional volatile species (KCl) on the DFR were 

investigated. 

3.1.1 Effect of fed materials and flue gas temperature 

The effect of fed materials on DFR is shown in Figure 

2. It can be observed that in the investigated flue gas 

temperature range the DFR of BD is much higher than 

that of RM. This can be attributed to the much higher 

amount of volatile species such as KCl in BD than RM. 

The melting point of KCl is 770℃, which means that KCl 

can melt, even evaporate in furnace followed by 

condensation in bottom chamber, forming a sticky layer 

in the surface of deposit probe and particles, 

subsequently resulting in a higher DFR of BD. 

In order to validate the influence of the amount of KCl 

in fed material, a mixture material of 95% RM and 5% 

KCl was used. It can be seen from Figure 2 that with the 

addition of KCl, the DFR increased considerably, 

compared with pure RM, indicating the presence of KCl 

plays an important role in deposit formation process. Due 

to the amount of addition KCl into RM is lower than that 

of BD (estimated to have 10% KCl), the DFR of 

RM+KCl is lower than that of BD. Furthermore, trends 

of RM+KCl and BD are different with investigated flue 

gas temperature, especially, the peak of RM+KCl around 

963℃, indicating there maybe some more parameters 

affecting the DFR, such as the size of additional KCl is 

much higher than RM and BD, which needs further 

research in next stage.  

Furthermore, Figure 2 also reveals that the DFR of 

BD increased with increasing flue gas temperature, while 

the DFR of RM was hardly affected by flue gas 

temperature in the investigated range. The main reason is 

believed to be that the increased flue gas temperature 

causes more KCl particles to melt in the flue gas, causing 

a decreased viscosity, thereby resulting in an increased 

DFR in experiments. While, there is almost no KCl in 

RM, thus the increased flue gas temperature has less 

impact on RM. 

 
Figure 2. Effect of fed materials and flue gas 

temperature on the deposit formation rate with RM, 

BD and 95%RM+5%KCl in LPST. Experiments 

performed with a mean gas velocity of 2.67 m/s, 

feeding rate = 100g/h, experiment duration = 1h, 

probe surface temperature = 550℃ 

3.1.2 Effect of probe surface temperature 

The influence of probe surface temperature on DFR 

is shown in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3. Effect of probe surface temperature on the 

deposit formation rate with RM (a) and BD (b) in 

LPST. Experiments performed with a mean gas 

velocity of 2.67 m/s, feeding rate = 100g/h, 

experiment duration = 1h, PST=probe surface 

temperature 
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RM and BD were tested, with and without air cooling 

of the probe.  With air cooling probe surface temperature 

(PST) was kept at 550 °C, while without air cooling PST 

varied in accordance with the flue gas temperature (see 

top X-axis).The results depicts that a higher probe 

surface temperature plays little role on DFR of RM, while 

an the increased probe surface temperature leads to a 

slight higher DFR of BD, in spite of a higher ∆Tprobe (the 

difference of probe surface temperature between not and 

running air cooling) of RM compared to the BD 

experiments. 

3.2 Experiments from HPST system  

The effects of fed materials, furnace temperature and 

gas velocity on DFR were investigated with HPST 

system, to simulate the deposit formation in the walls of 

calciner.  

3.2.1 Effect of fed materials and furnace temperature 

Figure 4 shows the variation of DFR with different 

materials and varied furnace temperature. It can be 

observed that with the increase of furnace temperature all 

the materials show increased tendency in deposit 

formation rate. This is because with the increase of 

furnace temperature, more particles start to melt/soften, 

which makes sticking on probe easier[2].  

 
Figure 4. Effect of fed materials and furnace 

temperature on the deposit formation rate with RM, 

HM and BD in HPST. Experiments performed with 

a mean gas velocity of 0.9 m/s, feeding rate = 100g/h, 

experiment duration = 0.5h 

Moreover, with the same furnace temperature, the 

deposit formation rate of different materials is in an order 

of BD > HM > RM. It can be inferred that when furnace 

temperature is 1000℃ and 1100℃, the difference of 

DFR between RM and HM can be attributed to the 

calcination of CaCO3. During experiments, the CaCO3 in 

RM was decomposed and released CO2, which causes a 

mass loss of the fed materials. However, when the 

furnace temperature reaches 1200℃, the presence of 

eutectic in the CaO−Al2O3−Fe2O3−SiO2 system and local 

inhomogeneities in all three materials cause a shift of the 

eutectic toward lower temperatures[7], which makes the 

particles melting/soften easier, that is why the deposit 

formation rates of three materials are close. However, the 

large difference between BD and HM in 1000℃ and 

1100℃ reveals that some more parameters affecting the 

DFR of BD, such as the minor presence of low melting 

temperature species, which needs more investigation in 

future. Note that the experiment results were repeated 5 

times of BD and 2 times of RM and HM.  

3.2.2 Effect of gas velocity 

Figure 5 shows the effect of gas velocity on DFR of 

HM, in the range from 0.9m/s to 2.0m/s. It can be 

observed that with increasing of gas velocity, the DFR 

decreased. This is reasonable as higher gas and thereby 

particle velocity, increases the probability that the 

particles rebound from the probe surface instead of 

sticking[8]. Furthermore, higher gas velocity can blow 

off some deposit, that only sticks lightly to the probe, as 

a consequence of low DFR. 

 
Figure 5. Effect of gas velocity on the deposit 

formation rate with HM in HPST. Experiments 

performed with a feeding rate = 100g/h, furnace 

temperature = 1200℃, experiment duration = 0.5h 

3.3 Morphology and composition of deposits 

Figure 6 shows two photos of selected deposits 

formed on steel tube in LPST system. In Figure 6(a) and 

(b) the BD and RM was used, respectively. It can be 

observed from Figure 6 that deposits of the two different 

materials formed mainly  on the windward side, but also 

on the leeward side. This reveals that both inertial 

impaction and thermophoresis play a role in the deposit 

formation process[9]. Apparently, the amount of deposit 

with BD is much more than that of RM, which is 

consistent with conclusion from Figure 3. According to 

the chemical composition of two materials from Table 1, 

it can be deduced that condensation of volatile species 

(e.g. KCl) plays a role during deposit formation, 

providing a sticky layer of particle and deposit surface, 

which makes a higher deposit formation rate of BD than 

that of RM.  

Figure 6. Pictures of experiment deposit with LPST 

system, (a) for BD and (b) for RM. Experiment 

performed with a mean gas velocity of 2.67m/s, 

feeding rate = 100g/h, flue gas temperature = 

1080℃, steel tube temperature = 550℃, experiment 

duration = 1h 
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The deposit of BD was analyzed using XRD analysis 

for validating the hypothesis of the KCl condensation in 

this deposit sample. The XRD pattern of BD deposit can 

be found in Figure 7, in which the main compounds are 

determined as CaO, SiO2, and KCl. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that in LPST system experiments, both inertial 

impaction and thermophoresis play a role no matter RM 

and BD was used, however, condensation takes place 

only when BD was applied, because there almost no KCl 

in RM according to Table 2. 

 
Figure 7. XRD pattern of BD deposit in LPST. 

Experiment performed with a mean gas velocity of 

2.67m/s, feeding rate = 100g/h, flue gas temperature 

= 1080℃, steel tube temperature = 550℃, 

experiment duration = 1h 

Photos of deposits collected from RM, HM, and BD 

experiments in the HPST system are shown in Figure 8. 

It can be found that the deposit only formed on windward 

of the probe, the side of the probe is free of any deposit. 

Then, the effect of thermophoresis and condensation can 

be excluded. Theoretically, with the abovementioned 

assumption that furnace temperature is equal to flue gas 

temperature and probe surface temperature in HPST 

system, there is no temperature gradient for the presence 

of condensation and thermophoresis. The XRD analysis 

of three deposits were carried out for validating the above 

hypothesis (see Figure 9). 

 
Figure 8. Pictures of experiment deposit with HPST 

system. Experiment performed with a mean gas 

velocity of 0.9m/s, feeding rate = 100g/h, flue gas 

temperature = 1200℃, probe surface temperature = 

1200℃, experiment duration = 0.5h 

 
Figure 9. XRD patterns of RM(a), HM(b), and BD(c) 

deposits. Experiment performed with a mean gas 

velocity of 0.9 m/s, feeding rate = 100g/h, flue gas 

temperature = 1200℃, probe surface temperature = 

1200℃, experiment duration = 0.5h 

Figure 9 reveals that there is no KCl in all three 

deposit samples, which means the condensation did not 

take place in deposit formation. Thus, only inertial 

impaction causes deposit formation in all three materials 

experiments with HPST system employed. Ca(OH)2 was 

found in deposit samples of RM and HM, this probably 

because the samples absorbed moisture in air. Moreover, 

Ca2SiO4 was observed in HM and BD deposit samples, 

suggesting the presence of fusion reaction between SiO2 

and CaO with high temperature environment. While 

Ca2SiO4 was not found in RM, which probably due to the 

calcination of CaCO3, resulting to lower amount of CaO 

and SiO2 compared with HM and BD. 

 

4. Conclusion  

In this study, a laboratory-scale entrained flow reactor 

coupled with two different deposit probe systems were 

employed, to investigate the particle deposition in cement 

production process. The influence of fed materials, flue 

gas temperature, gas velocity on deposit formation rate 

was investigated. In addition, the involved deposit 

mechanisms were discussed based on the experimental 

observations. The following conclusions can be drawn:  

1) In LPST system experiments, the increase of 

flue gas temperature from 830℃ to 1080℃, and 

the corresponding probe surface temperature 

from 577℃ to 652℃, increased the DFR of BD. 

However, the increase of neither flue gas 

temperature nor probe surface temperature 

showed little  influence on DFR of RM. 

Furthermore, due to the presence of volatile 

species in BD which facilitate deposit formation 

by providing a sticky layer, the DFR of BD is 

always much higher than that of RM under the 

same operational conditions. 

2) When HPST system was used, the increase of 

furnace temperature from 1000℃ to 1200℃ 

increased the DFR of all investigated materials. 

The DFR of different materials is in an order of 
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BD > HM > RM, with same operational 

conditions.  

3) The involved deposit mechanisms in BD 

experiments with LPST system applied are 

inertial impaction, thermophoresis, and 

condensation. However, that for RM 

experiments only inertial impaction and 

thermophoresis take place.  

4) In HPST system experiments, the involved 

deposit mechanism is only inertial impaction in 

all three materials.  
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Abbreviation 

BD Bypass dust 

DFR Deposit formation rate, g/(m2*h) 

EFR Entrained flow reactor 

HM Hot meal 

HPST High probe surface temperature 

LPST Low probe surface temperature 

PSD Particle size distribution  

PST Probe surface temperature 

RM Raw meal 

XRD X-ray diffraction  

XRF X-ray fluorescence 
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